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Study the science of brain, mind, and behavior to answer fundamental questions about human functioning—how we develop, form relationships, think, reason, and adapt to challenges across the lifespan.

Work in research labs with nationally-renowned scholars.

Publish your work and develop tools for success in any profession.

Why do people do the things they do? Find out.

Apply what you learn to the real world: child education – child development – counseling – disability services

DOING PSYCHOLOGY AT NOTRE DAME MEANS DOING RESEARCH SIDE-BY-SIDE WITH FACULTY AND GRADUATE STUDENTS.

EXPLORE THE INNER WORKINGS OF THE HUMAN MIND.

“Focus your research on clinical psychology, attachment, developmental psychopathology, moral psychology, cognition, visual perception, sleep and mental functioning, aging, stress and adaptation, intellectual development, autism and disability, adolescence and parenting, among other topics ...”
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